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Abstract. A new kind of cellular automato n (CA) model is intr o
du ced in which binary value-configurations and the (conventionally
qui escent) unde rlying topological struct ure are dynamically coupled.
Topology alterati ons are defined by local transition rules anal ogous
to the value functions studied in conventiona l CA models defined on
fixed lattices. Preliminary investigation reveals a rich spec t rum of
evolutionary behavior , including growth , decay, pe riodicity, and a re
laxation to dyn amic states with a stable effective dimensionality. The
model offers a uniqu e arena in which to st udy the emergence of true
geometric self-organization and may provide t he simplest approach
to mod eling th e dynamics of th e many different varieties of rando m
cellular structures found in nature.

1 . Introduction

Cellular automata (CA) are discrete mathematical mode ls for systems built
up from a set of locally interacting components [1-4]. Among the many
interesting behaviors observed in these models is a dynamic propensity
for self-organ izat ion, in which highly ordered configurat ions at large times
appear to be insensitive to any initial rand omn ess. The role that the latent
order of the un der lying lat t ice geometry itself plays in shaping this globally
ordered site-value behav ior is present ly uncl ear.

It is with the desire to isolate th e int rinsic self-ordering ability of local
process ing rules in discrete systems that we introduce a st ruct urally dy
namic cell ular automaton (SDCA) mod el system in which the topological
struct ure of the underlying lattice is dyn amic ally coupled to the local site
value configuration. The coupling is defined to treat geometry and value
configurat ions on an approximately equa l foot ing: The structure is alte red
locally as a function of individual site neighbo rhood value-st ates and ge
ometries while local site-connectivity suppor ts site-value evolution precisely
as in conventional near est -neighbor CA-models defined on random lattices.

In addition to providing a natural framework for a CA-like analysis of
the generation, transmission, and interaction of topological disturbances in
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the lat tice , the model aUowsfor the study of true geometric self-organization
and not merely geometric analogs such as organized space-time pat terns of
value-configurations, which clearly owe t heir existence to a regu larity of
structure of the background lattice. Immed iate applications can be made
to simulations of crystal growth, p at tern format ion of random cellular struc
tures [5], and neural network models incorporating a synaptic plastidty in
their dynam ics [6]. More ambit iously, SDCA are seen to embody a nec
essary property of truly self-modifying syst ems: The events themselves
are dynamically coupled to, and therefore cont inua lly modify, the spatial
arena on wh ich the ir transformat ions are de fined . In view of t he recent
proposal that the topology and dimension of a discrete space-time may be
self-gene rated dynamic constructs [71, such systems could prove to be of
fundamental physical importance.

2. T h e model

2.1 Formalism

Convent iona l CA models are defined on particular latt ice-networks, the
sites of which are populat ed with discrete-valu ed dynamic elements evolving
und er certain local transition functions. Such a network with N sites is
simply a general (undirected) gra ph G of size N and is comp lete ly defined
by the (N x N) connectivity matrix

if i and j are linked;
otherwise.

(2.1)

Using the graph metric function D(i, j )= minpatb.!#links (i, j ;path)J, we
can write a general r-neighborhood CA value-t ransit ion ru le f in the form

v:+1 = j [{vJ} Ij E S;' (i )], (2.2)

where S;' (i) = { j I D (i,j ) ::; T} is the radius, T, graph sphere about
the site, i, Extending the conventiona l dynamic are na, consis t ing of v: E
{O, 1}, i = 1, .. . ,N, to include the venex-interconnectivity t:;, our task is
to explore evolutionary propert ies of the more general system.

{
V'+' = F,I{v'},{i '}J
i'+' = F,I{v'},{i'}I, (2.3)

in which the changing value states and geometries are exp licitly coupled.
The complete system at t ime, t, must now be specified by t he state-vector

IG}, = (2.4)

The time-evolution of IG) then proceeds according to the following transi
tion ru les: (i) value processors of the general form given above and familiar
from CA simulations and (ii) link processors, which can be divided into
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site couplers , linking previously unconnected vertices and site decouplers,
which disconnect linked points. Because the topology can be altered only
by either a deletion of existing links or an addition of links between pairs
of vertices i and j with D(i, i ) = 2, the dynamics is strictly local.

To he more precise, we first restrict the general value-transition rule
F. to (maximally symmetric) totalistic (T ) and outer-totalistic (OT) ty pe.
Since the underlying lattice is a fully dynamic object, IG) will , in general,
tend toward having a complex local geometry with an unspecified local
direct ionality. The most general rules which can therefore be applied are
those which are complete ly invariant under all rotation and reflection sym
metry transformations on local neighborhoods. T (OT) value rules are then
specified by list ing particular sums {a} (outer-sums {ao},{a l} correspond
ing to center site values 0 and 1 respectively) for wh ich the va lue of the
center site becomes 1. Formally,

where

4> ( ) {L.O(x+a,a)
{.j x,a = a L., o(x, ad + (1 - a) L •• o(x, ao)

<-----+ T
--..+ OT,

(2.5)

and o(x, y) = 1 if and only if x = y. Note that L ; il;vJ sums the values of
all sites i linked to i at time t. The action on the state IG) is represented
by

~i.jlv), = Iv: ,. . .,v:+1 = 4>{.j(.L:l:;vJ ,v:), ... ,v~) (2.6)

where we distinguish the operator ~i acti ng on the global value state from
the actual local transit ion function 4> which transforms each site value.

Local geometry altering rules are constructed by direct analogy: For
any two selected sites i and i, we restrict attention to site values of vertices
contained within a I-sphere of either site, that is, to all k E S .(i, j) =
S.(i) U S.U) . Link operators, whose action on the state is represented by

decoup lers :

couplers :
I t t+l _ i; t)l11, · · · ,li; -t/J , . . . ,lNN

I 1 1+1 . . t)111 ·· ·,li; =w", ... ,lNN ' (2.7)

either link or unlink two sites i and j depending on whether the actual
sum of values in Sl(i, j) matches any of those given in the {11} or {E} lists,
which comp letely define decouplers and couplers respectively.

In order to const ruct classes of rules analogous to the two types of value
rules defined above, we partit ion the local neighborhoo d into three disjoint
sets (figure 1): S. (i,j ) =V;; U Ai; U Ei;, where

Vi; «.»,
Ai; = {k IkE C, (i) n C.UJ} where C.(i) = S. (i) - {i}, (2.8)

Ei; S,(i) U S. U ) - Vi; - Ai; .
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A;;

Figure 1: Neighborhood partitioning. In the same way as outer sites
can be considered separately for value transitions , we may, for to pol
ogy transitions , distinguish between those sites belonging to both
i and i (Ad and those belonging to one of the two sites but not
both {E Bji~' In this way, we obtain the analogous total istic, outer
totalistic, and an addit ional type called restrict ed totalistic .

The action of link operators is then conveniently expressed as a func
tion of the sums within the individual partitions . Defining Vij = Vi + V;,
0.;; = E kEA.;; Vi , an d bi; = LkEB;J' Vk , w e ge t

where,

(2.9)

(2.10)

.. { {l - ~. 6(x + v + z,lh)}l;; T
,pi~} (x , y, z) = {l - ~.6(x,lh,. ) 6(y + z,fl".)}l;j OT

{l - ~.6(x,fl... ) 6(y,fl".) 6(z ,fl".)}l;; RT,

and couplers: W~6} = w~4} (vij ,aij,bij ) where,

.. { 6(Di;,2)~.6(x+y+z, o.) T
wi~}(x,y,z) = 6(Di; , 2) ~.6(X,Ol,.) 6(y + z, o" , ) OT

6(Di i> 2)~. 6(x, 01,.) 6(y,o",) 6(z ,o".) RT .

In the above expressions , RT stands for restricted totalistic rules which
maximally subdivide the local neighborhood. The inclusion of an 4; in
the expressions for 1/1 assures that only those sites already linked can be
decoupled and t he 6(D;;, 2) in the equations defining w are put in to make
sure that only sites separated by distance = 2 may be dynamically coupled.

The various type-specific sums appearing above are indexed with the
following conventions: (i) T-rules are defined by the k overall sums of va lues
in S,(i, j) for which the particular act ion is to be taken. Example: Define e
by unl inking i and j if the tot al sum = 1(= fll ), 3(=fl, ), or 5(=fl., ) Equation
9 then states that ~tl = a if and only if lij = 1 and (vi}= I, ai;= 3, bij=5).
(ii) OT-rules are specified by giving k 2-t uples (fll" , fl" , ), and (0'", 0',,),
where {i, k} lab els the sum v;+ v; and {2, k} lab els the corresponding outer
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sum = L: ,€Sl(iJ)-{i,i} V,. (Example: Link i and j if Vi + Vj = 0 and outer
sum = {3, 4}, so that w is defined by listing the two 2-tuples [er.i = 0,
C2,1= 3) and (Cl,2 = 0, C2,2 = 4.)
(iii) RT-rules are completely specified by giving the k 3-t up les of values (x =
Vi+Vj,Y = sum in A, z = sum in B ), for which the link operation between i
and j is to be performed. (Example: Define wby un linking i and j for th e
following values of partit ioned sums: (0, 0, 1) , (0, 0, 2) , (0, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1);
we then have that (Pl,, = O, P2" = 0, P"I=I) , (P,,2=0, P2 ,2=0, P,,2=2),
(P" , = O, P2,,=I, P",=I), and (P". = O, P2,.=I, P".=I).

Global transit ion operators are obtained by applying indiv idual value
and link operators to all sites and site-pairs in the graph G:

~(o}lv) = II¢io}lv),
;

q,(nit) II ¢(~}It), and (2,11)
n(ij)

il{,} It) II wi~} It)
nn{ij)

where the products for ~ and fi need to be taken only over nearest and
next-nearest pairs respectively. Given the full value-topology transition
rule I', defined by

(2.12)

the fundamental problem is to understand the generic behavior of accessible
graphs, G, emerging from all possible initial structures and value configura
tion s. We emphasize that the latt ice fully participates in the dynamic s and
that, in general, no embedding is implied- it is the abstrac t connectivity
itse lf whose evolution we are attempting to trace.

2.2 An example

The application of the rather cumbersome expressions defining transit ion
rules is in practice extremely straightforward, as we demonstrate with the
following example. Consider a graph G defined as a (3 x 3) lattice with some
distribution of values v = 1 at time = 1 (see figure 2). We are interest ed in
one global update of th e system IG).=l --+ IG) .=2 with rules specified by

(value)

(topology)
<p{o} :

'lim:

Of,} :

{exhotali!tic

{,B}outer-tot .

{c } outer - tot .

{2},
{Pl,, = 2,P2,, = 3}, (2.13 )
{( 0',1 = 1, 02,1 = 4), (C,,2 = 0, 02,2= 3}.

We evo lve the system by systematically sweep ing through:

1. All sites, setting Vi = 1 only at those i for which the sum of the values
at i and its neighbors is equal to 2 at t = 1. By neighbors of any point
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1 2 3 1 2 3

4 5 6 r ) 6

7 B 9 9

IG )' =1 IG),=,

Figure 2: Sample dynamic update of a (3 X 3) lattice from t = 1 to
t = 2, obeying aT-type value-rule with tl t = 1 -+ tl t= 2 = 1 for local sum
Q = 2, and OT-type link rules: (i) link for {EI,l = 1, E2,1 = 4} and
{EI ,2 =0, 6 2,2 = 3} , (ii) unlink for {PI,1 = 2, {32,1 = 3} . Circled sites
indicate v e O; Solid sites have v eeL

i , we will always mean the set of vert ices linked to i : (i,j) = (1,2),
(2,5), and (B,9), for example, are all neighbors at t = 1. Writing out
a few va lue-changing terms explicitly, we find that

tJ~=2

t= 2
tl5 =

4> (V[=1 + v:=1 + v:=I) = 4>(2) = 1, and

4>(V;=1+ v;=1 + v:=1 + V~=1 + V~=I ) = 4>(5) = O. (2.14)

2. All linked pairs of sites i and i , removing those links only if the
2-tuple (a, b) = (2, 3), where a = v,+Vj and b is the sum of va lues
of the neighbors of i and j at t = 1. For the points i = 2 and j = 5,
for example, we have (a,b) = (2, 3), so that the link £" is no longer
present in IG),=,:

l;S2 = 1/J (V;=l + v;=t, V~=l + V;=l + V:=l + V~=l + V~=l) l;Sl
1/> (2, 3) (1) = O. (2.15)

3. All next-nearest neighbors i and i, linking them only if the 2-tuple
(a, b) E {(1 ,4)' (0, 3)}. By next-nearest neighbor, we mean those pairs
which are themselves unlinked but which share at least one other
linked neighbor: (i, j ) = (1,5), (2,B) and (7,9) , for example, are all
next-nearest neighbors at t = 1. For i = 1 and i = 5, we find

l~52 = W (V~=l + v~=\ V;=l + V~=l + V~=l + V:=l ) O(D15,2)
w(l, 4) (1) = 1. (2.16)

Notice that although l~91=O -..4l~2=1, it is hidden by overlap with
the remaining links l~82 = 1 and l~2 = 1. For this reason , not all link
changes can always be observed directly in the following figures .
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Other sites and links are updated in precisely the same manner. Had the
link-rules been of totalistic type, only one sum would have to be considered:
the sum of the values of the points in question along with their neighbors'
values. Had they been, instead, of restricted totalistic type , three sums
would have to be considered: the sum of the values of the sites in question,
the sum of the values of their common neighbors (neighborhood A in figure
1), and the sum of the values of the points that are neighbors of one of
the considered points, but not of the other (neighborhood B in figure 1) .
The final state IG)'=2 emerges after the above process has been applied
concurrently to all pairs, neighbors, and next-nearest neighbors in IG)t=l.

2.3 Comments

(a) As defined above, r consists of three operators acting simultaneously
on the state IG). More generally, one may prescribe any of ten pos
sible time-orderings to the operators 0 , 'l1, and ~. That is, one may
specify certain intermediate state dependencies, so that , for examp le,
r,IG) == (n>Ii)(oPIG)) would in general be expected to yield resu lts dif
ferent from , say, r 21G) == n(oP(>IiIG))). Wh ile this paper solely con
cerns the synchronous time ordering defined above, we do not expect
the qualitative results to depend critica lly on this choice. Particular
behaviors will be left to the sequel.

(b) A given ru le r is completely defined by the set ofsurns {a}, {iJ}, and
{E}. Alternatively, by generalizing Wolfram's encoding scheme for
value rules [8], we can conveniently summarize a chosen transition
rule by a vector-code

C = (e[<p], e[,p], e[w]).", where (2.17)

(2.18)

(2.19)

(2.20)
{

~. 2" <-+ T
c[w] = LA: 23e 2,.l: + e l , .l: +-+ OT

Lk 23(e2,.l:+be~,.l:)+el ,.l: +-+ RT,

where a = max{iJ2,.}+1 , b = max{E2,.}+1, and must be specified
only for RT-type topology ru les. The r in section (2.2/ above, for
example, can be summarized by e[<p] = 22 = 4, e[,p] = 2' 3)+2= 2048,
and e[w] = 23(')+ '+23(3) =8704. Note that >Ii and n are chosen always
to be of the same type.

(c) Computer simulations of these systems require that some measures be
taken to prevent possible memory overflows, such as would happen
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Rule type .p
'"

w
T 20+' 2'0 2'0- '

OT 22d+2 26(d- 1) 23(2d - 3)

RT - 2S{4+ 1}(2tl- l ) 23(11+ 1){2d+l)

Table 1: Numbers of poss ible rules for each of the three types of
t ransit ion rules. d = maximum allowable degree an d a = maximum
sum to be used from partition At;. Example: For d = 5, we have
Nq, = 4096 , N~ = 224 ~ 2 X 101 and N"" = 221 ,..." 2 X 106 • We thus
have NT = N ~NVJ N w ..... 1017 possible outer-totalistic type I's .

in cases eit her of p ure coupling, wh ere links are continua lly ad ded
and none deleted , or in isolated regions of a graph where for a few
sites more neighb ors are added than are allowed by memory. We thus
introduce working link t ransition rules

---.+ d~ or dj > 6 := dmin

+--+ else.
(2.21)

.. {Wi; +--+ d.~ or tf.,. < 6. = d
W', '" 0 ......... else, - ~. (2.22)

where d; = degr«(i) [i.e. number of neighbors of i) . In other words,
make a sweep of the la t tice , temporarily storing t he candidates to
add an d delete for each point . If, for any po int i. the updated degree
is greater than 8, then proceed with de let ing the stored deletion
candidates; otherwise, do not delete. Similar ly, prov ided t hat the
updated degree is less than t:l. , proceed wit h addition . Thus , it is
sufficient that one of two points a llow a dy namic link change between
th em for that change to be enacted . In the following, th e complete
cons t raine d dynamics will be quoted as C~::~I. ITconst raints pl ay no
role in the actual evolut ion of specific examples, they will be left out
of the definit ion .

(d) Because each dynamic up date involves three separate ty pes of process
ing, the number of possible rules is extraordinarily large (see tab le
1) . Unlike pure value transit ions, however, the fract ion of the total
number which yields interesting behavior [i.e., neither immediately
explosive, where the number of links increases without bound, nor
immediately degenerative, where an initial graph rapidly dwindles to
a few isolated links) appears to be manageably smaller.

(e) We point out that , though it is the intrinsic geometrical patterning
whose generic behavioral proper t ies we are trying to ded uce , one may
approach t hese systems from an alternative po int of view: Maintain
the emphas is on unr aveling the value configurat ional behavior , and
interpret the presence of ['IT, OJ as background operat ors inducing non
local spatial connect ivit ies. Whereas the systems defined above are
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completely abstract entities, in that locality strictly defined by the
link structure, the alternative scheme would be to embed the dis
crete networks in some spec ified manifold, and to study the effects of
dyn amically allocated non-local communication channels .

3 . Emerging patterns and behaviors

We first consider patterns emerging from simple value seeds starting from
orde red two-dimensional Euclidean Iat t ices.! A single non-zero site may
represent a small local disturbance which then propagates outward, re
st ructuring the lat t ice. With appropriately chosen I's , one can induce a
r ich spectrum of d ifferent time-evolution behaviors. These ran ge from sim
ple value evolutions only slightly perturbed by very few concurrent link
changes t o ones in which the initial geometry becomes radically altered .

Figure 3 shows the first five iterations of a system starting from a 4
ne ighbor latt ice with a single non-zero site at its center. The link structure
is given exp licitly an d the solid circles represent sites with v = 1. Notice
how t he link addit ions follow the emerging corrugated boundary sur face of
the va lue configurat ion. Remember that link ad ditions are more than sim
ple markers for appearances of particular local value configurations giving
rise to a structural alteration-their presence direct ly influences all subse
quen t va lue development in their immediate vicinity.

Fig ure 4 (in which values have been suppressed for clarity) shows the
cont inued development of th is system. Though boundary effects begin to
appear by t = 25, the characteristic manner in which this particular r
rest ructures t he initi al graph is clear:

1. there is a high degree of geometrical organization (the symmetry of
t he ini ti al state is t rivially preserved by the totally symmetric f ),

2. t he lattice remains connected,

3. the distribution of link changes made throughout the lat t ice remains
fairly uniform- Le., there is an approximate uniformity in the prob
ability of appearance of partic ular local value states which induce a
structural change,

4. link-lengths do not get arbitrarily large. Thus , for a system embedded
in the plane, communication channels remain approximately local;
t he global pattern emerges as a consequence of local ordering. I's for
which link-lengt hs get arbitrarily large are also easy to find.

Some ot her variet ies of behav ior are shown in figures 5 an d 6. Fig ures
5a and b are representative of the class of link rules for which the ind uced

IThe graphical represent ation of deve loping one-dimensional sys tems, in which link
add itions must be shown as arcs to avoid overlap with existing links, is needlessly confusing
and is not cons idered.
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t -O

t-3

t -1

t-4

t -2

t =5

Figure 3: First five iterations of a system starting from a four-neighbor
Euclidean lattice seeded with a single non-zero site at the center.
The global transition rule r consists of totalistic-value and restricted
totalistic-topology rules , C =(26,69648, 32904) '8,8J (defined in section
2.3, comm ent (b». Solid sites have 11 = 1.
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time = 10 time = 15

time = 25 time = 50

Figure 4: Several further time frames in the structural evolution of
the same system whose first five iterations are shown in the preceding
figure. The values have here been suppressed for clarity. The bound
aries of the original lattice it do not extend beyond the region shown
so that the development is strictly confined to a (31 x 31) graph.
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structural change is only minimal: The system evolves essentially as a CA
system on a mildly perturbed u nderlying lat t ice. Other rules may have a
much stronger effect on the lattice and can significantly alter t he m anner
in which the pure va lue propagation proceeds in t he absence of any link
operators.

Figure 5c shows an example of a link ru le which accelerates the outward
pr opagation of the value configuration-compare the diameter of this pat
tern to that in the earlier figures, both shown at equal times . T he outwardly
oriented links which emerge from sites a long the boundary surface become
con du its by which non-zero val ues rapidly propagate . Had the underlying
topology been suppressed in t his figure and attent ion focused exclus ively
on the develop ing va lue state, we could have interpreted the result ~ show
ing an effective incr ease in informat ion propagation speed, due to non-local
connectivit ies (see comment (e) in section 2.3 ).

F igure 5d, on t he ot her hand, gives an example in wh ich the link dy
namics lags behind the value development: The boundary proceeds outward
essentially unaffected by changes in geometry which are con fined to the in
terior parts of the latt ice (at least at this early stage of it s development) .

Fi gure 6 shows snapshot views of a few sys tems undergoing a slightly
more complex evolut ion . Figure 6b , for example, shows the the act ion of a
r in which the outward va lue propagation rapidly deletes most link s from
the original la ttice but leaves a complex-st ructura lly stable-geometry at
the orig in of the initi al disturbance. Fig ure 6c, on the other hand, gives a
typical state of a sys tem whose global connect ivity becomes progressively
more complicated.

A typical development of an initi al state in which all sites are randomly
assigned v = 1 with prob = ~ is shown in figure 7. Notic e the rapid de
velopment of complex local connectivity patterns, the ap pear ance of which
points to a geometrical self-organization.

In general, structural behaviors emerg ing from random value states un
der ty pic al I' s can be gro uped into the following representative types:

Type A which are characterized by a decay int o structurally much sim
plified final states in which most link s have been destroyed so that
the graph G consists essent ially of a large number of small local su b
graphs.

Type B whose evo lution leads to periodic but globally connected geome
t ries. Sys tems of this type ar ise either because of specific class-2
4>s remaining unchanged by the coupling to the la t t ice or class-S 4>s
coupling with {\II,O} in such a way as to induce a lattice structure
support ing a periodic state.

Type C which exhibit a prolonged growth in complexity. Defining (d) ==
average degree = average number of neighbors per sit e and an effec
ti ve dimensionality Deffec == ratio of number ofnext-nearest to nearest
neighbors, both increase in va lue in Type-C systems and appear to be
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time = 10 (a) time = 10 (b)

time = 10 (c) time = 12 (d)

Figure 5: Snapshot views of four typical developing states statting
from a single non-zero site at the center of a four-neighbor graph. I'e
are defined by the following codes: (a) OT-c[4» = 1022 and RT 
coupler c[w] = 16, b = 1, (b) T - c[4>J = 22 and RT - coupler c[wJ =
32, b = 2, (c) OT -c[4>1 = 1022 and (BT)-coupler c[wl= 8, b = I, (d)
T-value and (OT)-topology rules : 6=(682,19634061312,133120)" ,8) .
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time = 12 (a)
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'I';

-~-:.~~~
. -~ - .

,I· +
.... I~

t ime = 12 (b)

time = 10 (e) time = 12 (d)

Figure 6: Four more examples of states emerging from simple ini
tial value seeds; (a,b,c) start from four-neighbor graphs and (d)
from an Bcneighbor graph [ss four-neighbor with diagonals) . f a
are defined by the following codes: (a) T-value and RT-topology
{: = (42,69648,329041(0,0), (b) T-value and OT-topology {: =
(42,589952,8192)12,81, (e) T -value and topology {: =(42,128,4)[0,101,

(d) T - cllll = 682 and RT-topology rules defined explicitly by
'I>(104),(1l4),(124),(I OS),(llS),(12S) and 0(111) ,(215)-
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time = 2 t ime = 5

t ime = 10 time = 15

Figure 7: Evolution of a (35 x 35) lattice whose sites are init ially
randomly seeded with v=1 with prob =! . The development proceeds
according to T-type value rule 4i and OT-type link rules sp ecified
by code C = (84, 36864, 2048). The constraints are 16= 0,.0. =10J.
The appearance of localized substructures is a first sign of geometrical
self-organization.
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bounded only by imposit ion of an upp er constraint 1::::- . Because the
site-value density responds to the stat istica lly changing local neigh
borhood structure, it is poss ible that what at first appears to be such
an explos ive behav ior, in fact , eventually leads to a more sedate, if
not entirely st at ic, be havior for some la rge r (d) ~ a. Certain ly, ~s

y ielding p(v)s which remain fairly cons tant over a large range of (d)
(such as the 'Elh'-rule), wh en coupled with link-rules which themselves
become progress ively less active with increasing (d), may induce evo
lut ions leading to only mild changes within spe cific ranges of the local
structural parameters.

Type D which are remarkable rules whose ac t ion seems to lead to a sus
tained global dynamics du ring which t he value of DeH'ec remains al
most constant. That is, particular combinations of 'It and n can
be found which effectively ind uce a structural equilib rium; though
large numbers of link changes continue to be made so that the de
tailed structure of IG) is changing, the average ratio of the number
of next-nearest to nea rest neighbors stays approximately unchanged
over long periods of t ime. Simulations have, unfortunat ely, bee n run
for too short a t ime and on G containing too few sites to make a
conclusive statement. It is conjectured, however , that as N --+ 00,

there will always exist sufficiently fine-tuned I's maintaining an aver
age D effec arbitrarily close to a desired va lue D·. Type- behavior, of
course, can always be artificially induced either by imposing severe
[8,.6. = 8] constraints, or, as is typically the case for Type-C Te, by
imped ing growth with any des ired .6..

The evolution of systems starting from random initi al value states is gen
erally difficult to follow visually, partic ularly for I'e inducing many struc
tural changes, and mus t therefore be studied somewhat indi rectly: one
charts the time-development with a record of selected statistical measures,
a few of which are shown in the succee ding figures.

Examples of each of the four types of system developments are shown
in figure 8. The initial st ructure in each case is a (35 X 35) four-neighbor
Euclidean lattice, so t hat D~H~c """ 2. Figure Sa gives an example of Type-A
behavior , in which a short period of initial growth is followed by a decay into
an essentially disconnected state; t he final state is characterized by (d) < 1
and is stable. Figure Sb shows a system which starts from t he same init ial
state but whose r leads to a periodic structural state. J ust the right nu mber
of links have been de leted to permit regions with isolated activity to emerge.
F igure Bc shows Type-C evolution in which De/fec steadily increases. The
apparent leveling-off at the end is due both to a decreased overall activity
level and the increasingly greater felt effects of a .6. = 10 constraint. T he
system in figure Sd exhibits Type-D behavior, characterized by a continued
development within a relative ly narrow interval of Delfec ' T he evolution
here is almost pure [i.e. unconstra ined; see figure 9) and is not an art ifact
of strictly imposed dynamic conditions.
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In figur e 9, we show the detailed development of the sam e Type-D sys
tem defined in figure 8d. Notice how D elTec remains approximate ly constant
despite the rather lar ge variations in (d) in figure 9b. In figure 9d, which
shows t he fraction of all dynamic link changes which are constraint allowed,
we see that the dynamics are close to being pure for t he first 100 iterations ,
with about 90 percent of allowable transitions t aking place thereafter. In
figure ge , which gives the total number of lin k changes occurring at step n ,
we see the activity level falling off in fac t , it soo n settles to a more or less
constant r- 20 changes. The long valley seen in figure 9b occurs frequently
in evolutions obeying suspected Type-D I' s, and is a m anifest ation of the
local conflict existing between W and O.

Figure 10 exhibits the time development of a system whose effect ive
dimensionality maintains an almost constant value, bu t at the cost of a
much reduced purity of dynamics (figure lOc). f 's tendency to increase local
complexity is overwhelmed by the imposed constraint condit ion spec ified
by 16 =0, /),. = 81. The activity, though st ifled, remains at a high level
(figure lOb) , with the total number of all link changes and the fraction
of creations relative to that total number oscillating wit hin fixed intervals
for t he duration of the disp layed behavior . To .mere fully understand the
properties of this and other evolving geometries, it will become important
to carefully define struct ural correlation measures ; one can, for example,
make a comparison of st ructural features with those exist ing in fully random
graphs, wh ich can be obtained via a simple mean-field analysis in which all
local correlat ions are ignored [9].

In figure 11, we see the differences in evolution for systems obeying the
same r but star t ing from a variety of initi al structures. Since structu re
changes depend primarily on D effec' a quali tat ive sim ilar ity in beh avior
should not be expected across a broad range of ini t ial gr aphs. However ,
as long as most of the initi al lattice survives the st ructural randomization
withou t becoming disconnected, it is empirically found that many systems
will then te nd towards having similar asymptotic states. Four-ne ighbo r
graphs , for example, may evolve toward states with higher degree and/or
D efIec' while a three-dimensiona l hypercubic latt ice may reduce its dimen
sionality under the same r. More det ailed exp lorations for systems starting
from completely random states are presently being conducted .

4. Discu ssio n

This paper has presented a preliminary phenomenological account of a new
class of structurally dynamic cellular automata. What dis tinguishes this
model from its precursors is the fact that the dynamics is all-inclusive: No
a priori fixed spat ial dynamic arena is presupposed. Instead, the events
are themselves dynamically coupled to , and therefore continually modify,
the space on which on their transformati ons are defined . This conceptual
star t ing point may be of considerable theoretical interest to researchers
studying behaviors of truly self-modifying syste ms. Although the emphasis
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has b een primarily on unraveling t he structural evolut ion of these systems,
the mo del can equally well be examined from either (a) the conventional
cellu lar automaton view1 where the focus remains on value configurations
evolving on a dynamically responding spatial substructure, or (b) a global
configurational view, where the behavior of the entire dynamical ly self
modifying state IG) is studied.

Althou gh many import ant questions have not yet been considered
for example, it would be interesting to study the effects of link-changes
and concomitant changes in effect ive information propagation speed on the
unive rsal comput ation abilit ies possessed by particular va lue rules ~ on
fixed lattices-the qualitat ive picture of generic behavior is known. On the
simplest level, one finds that the self-organizing property of value transi
tion ru les survives t he coup ling to the und erlying lattice to indu ce evolving
structura l organization. In the most interes t ing cases, this organizing t en
dency is enhanced when combined with link rule induced correlations, pro
ducing geometr ies which are often of great comp lexity. Four broad types of
behavior have been noted, th ough none are as strictly categorical as those
foun d to well describe the qualitative behav iora l classes of one- and two
dimensiona l CAj in general, one finds a rich variety of individually distinct
deve lopments.

Type-D systems-those capable of sustaining a prolonged dynamics
within a relat ively small interval of an effective dimens ionality-deserve
fur th er st udy. As pointed out in the text, the simu lations run so far have
been for too short a t ime (t < 1200) and on graphs which are too small in
size (N < 2500) to permit a conclus ive statement to be made about limit
ing behavior. Moreover , restrictions on computer memory did not always
allow observations of pure un constrain ed dyn amics to be observed. There
is evidence, however , support ing the conjecture that as N -+ 00 , t here will
always exist I's maint aining a desired Deffec for arb itrarily long periods
of ti me. If th is proves t rue, we can t hen speak of D eflec as an effective
orde r parameter in lat t ice systems capable of inducing a dynamically self
generated dimensionality. In larger systems, one can speak of characterist ic
length: scales over which more rigorous ly defined discrete dimensions D disc
111) attain stable values.

In a more det ailed study of t hese systems, it will be important to ask
about global characterizations of behavior . If we consider a complete ly dis
ordered initi al state IG) where all sites take on values and all site-pairs are
linked with equal independent probabili ti es, the irreversibility of most Fs
must induce inc reas ing deviations from this init ial statistical randomness.
In particular, one expec ts t hat the same sort of contrac tion which takes
place in the space of all value configurations under a majority of ws in CA
models occurs in the much larger space of all possible labeled graphs G
when these simpler systems are coupled with the set {'l1 , fl}. Measures of
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deviat ion at each time t is provided by a globa l state-entropy
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(4.1)8(t) '" (N + 1) - 1 L p,(G) log, p,(G),
2 I IG}}

where t he sum is taken over all possible states IG), with probability p,(G)
of occurring at time t. Exactly how small a fraction of the set of all poss ible
structures is actually accessible through a typic al r presently remains an
unanswered question.

We mention three extensions to the basic scheme which may also be of
some interest:

1. Purely structural analogs of CA models, in which random initial ge
ometries evolve according to transition rules which are functions only
of local topology. Sets of sites connected in a triangular fashion, for
example, may be made to contract to a sing le point, or two sites may
be linked if the numbers of sites in the locally partitioned neighbor
hoods A and B (see figure 1) match a set of prescribed transition
values. Quiescent states would be explicit sets of local topologies re
maining unchanged by the dynamics , say that of d-dim hypercubic
lattices. The dynamics of many real random cellu lar structures may
be modeled in this way.

2. P robabilistic transition rules r . Instead of either coupling or decou
piing sites with prob = 1 for specified neighborhood SUIDS, relax th e
definitions to span a larger set of possibilities. In the notation intro
duced in section 2.1, we would go from prob [,pUh ,11" 11,) = 0]= 1 for
a particular 3-tuple defining an RT link deletion, to

prob[,p (I1" 11,,11,) = 0] = p, O<p < 1. (4.2)

It is suspected that a critical-like behavior will emerge about specific
sets {Pi} such that Pc < p~ will induce decaying behavior and Pi > p~

will induce asymptotically growing configurations.

3. More physically realist ic models incorporating link lengt hs as addi
tional dynamic parameters. The original structures may be discretiza
tions of selected continuous manifolds. Various structural deforma
tions may then be directl y realized by these generalized structural au
tomata . Link lengths may also be introduced as dynamic elements in
ducing an asynchronization of local site and link transitions, whereby
a un ique discrete signal transmission speed would become a funda
mental parameter .

The most ambitious use of SDCA models resides in their possible ap
plication to microphysical field t heories . There have already been a few
attempts made to construct a cellular automaton-based microphysics [11,
12,13j, in which emerging physical complexity is due to some bas ic discrete
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local cooperative interactivity. Such attempts invariably start from the as
sump t ion that in any finite volume of space nature can only process a finite
amount of information . T. D. Lee, among others, has recently advocated
that a random discrete space-time be seriously conside red as fundamen
tal [141 . It has also been proposed that the topology and dimension of
sp ace-t ime b e treated as dynamical constructs 17,15]. The present frame
work a llows for j ust such a dynamical se lf-structuring to occur1 particu
larly if Type-D systems turn out not to be artifacts of dynamics taking
place with in a limi ted spatio-temporal arena. The m icrophysical view of
space-t ime which would emerge from such a picture would be one in which
a fundamentally d iscrete pregeomet ry cont inually evo lves as a completely
amorp hous structure but with a globally well-defined dimensionali ty. Par
ti cles would be introduced as locally persistent subst ruct ures [i.e. topolog 
ical soli tons ) with dimensionalities differing from t he globally stable value.
S tring-like and ot her varieties of topological structures are very naturally
described in th is framework. Although it is easy to ima gine a topologica lly
deformed trail left behind gliders and ot her propagating value states in Con
ways "Life" model starting on 8-neighbor lattices, for example, it remains
to be seen whether locally corre lated propagating geometric substructures
actually emerge under more general conditions.

These and other intriguing possibilities, as well as the r ich variety of in
te resting behaviors already observed in the basic model, clearly recommend
its continued study.
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